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	A COMPREHENSIVE, LEARNER-FRIENDLY INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL OPTICS


	Geometrical and Visual Optics, Second Edition is a rigorous, yet highly accessible text that expertly combines basic optics with clinical applications in a way that brings key optometry topics to life. It emphasizes a vergence approach to geometrical and visual optics, reinforcing its fundamental utility in clinical practice. Featuring an open, workbook-style design, the book avoids unnecessary math and focuses on those optical concepts and problem-solving skills that are the cornerstones of contemporary clinical eye care.


	If you are an optometry student who wants to gain a complete, intuitive understanding of geometrical and visual optics, Geometrical and Visual Optics belongs on your reference shelf.


	FEATURES

	
		In-depth coverage of geometrical and visual optics spans the full spectrum of topics, from refraction at spherical surfaces, to thin and thick lenses, to depth of field, ametropia, magnification, retinal image size, and reflection
	
		Focus on the vergence approach provides a conceptual paradigm for the book and underscores its strategic application in clinical practice
	
		Valuable chapter on basic terms and concepts reviews light sources, rays, and pencils; vergence; and refraction and Snell's law
	
		Primary emphasis on core concepts, with a minimum of formulae and superfluous mathematics
	
		Chapter-ending self-assessment problems of varying complexity--with worked-out answers--and two comprehensive practice examinations with answers
	
		Exceptional pedagogy, including concept-clarifying figures and chapter summaries with key formulae



	PRAISE FOR DR. STEVEN SCHWARTZ:

	Like his popular book, Visual Perception: A Clinical Orientation, Dr. Schwartz offers a foundational optics text for eye care professionals in training and those seeking a concise review. Dr. Schwartz's contributions to our collective success remain unmatched. -- Jeff Rabin, Optometry and Vision Science
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Automated Physical Database Design and Tuning (Emerging Directions in Database Systems and Applications)CRC Press, 2011


	Relational database systems have evolved significantly since their inception

	over 30 years ago. New applications are now more complex than ever,

	and tuning a production system for performance has become a critical yet

	time-consuming activity. Due to the increasing complexity in both application

	workloads and query engines, even...
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JIRA 4 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book will introduce you to Atlassian JIRA, the world's most popular issue tracking software. JIRA provides issue and project tracking for software development teams to improve code quality and the speed of development.


	This book will show you how to plan and design your own JIRA implementation. You will learn how to...
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Remote Sensing with Imaging Radar (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2009
This book treats the technology of radar imaging for remote sensing applications in a manner suited to the mathematical background of most earth scientists. It assumes no prior knowledge of radar on the part of the reader; instead it commences with a development of the essential concepts of radar before progressing through to a detailed coverage...
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Introducing PsychologyWorth Publishers, 2012

	So why are you reading ihe preface? The book doesn't really gel going for another 10 pages, so why are you here instead of there? Are you the kind of person who just can't stand the idea of missing something? Are you trying to justify the cost of the book by consuming ever)' word? Did you just open to this page out of habit? Are...
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101 Quick and Easy Secrets for Using Your Digital PhotographsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Millions of people around the world have many photos stored on their laptop and desktop
	computers, external hard drives, CDs and DVDs, and flash drives. Most images are just sitting
	there idle, waiting for the world to see them. Some have been unused for years. Up until
	now there has been no guide to help people find ways to use these...
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Modern Mathematics in the Light of the Fields MedalAK Peter, 1998
Examines the evolution of certain areas of modern mathematics by recounting the past winners of the international Fields Medal, the - Nobel Prize - of mathematics.  Paper.  DLC: Mathematics - History 20th century.      

This little book is extraordinary in at least three ways. First, it contains in only 150 pages a synopsis of the whole...
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